
Practice Sit, Down, & Stand for food lures until you're seeing your dog quickly

move into each position. This is not a race, some dogs will need extra time, so be

patient. They'll all get there initially.

Sit

Rump on the floor where you are.

Down

Dog lies in Sphinx position, or tipped on side.

Stand

Dog is stationary, 4 feet on the floor.  

Note: See Troubleshooting video if you're not having much luck with down.

This is Plan A which works for most dogs, but some dogs need a little more

support.

SIT, DOWN, & STAND - USING FOOD LURES

Throughout the week, we want you  to transition from having to show your dog

the treat first, to an empty-handed hand signal and paying with treat after.

Starting point is always at the dog's nose, then motion as follows:

SIT, DOWN, & STAND -  TRANSITIONING TO HAND
SIGNALS
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Sit Hand Signal Down Hand Signal Stand Hand Signal
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 Hold out an open hand in front of your dog, about two inches away from her

nose.

 Your dog will likely move forward to sniff your palm. The instant you feel her

nose touch, click.

Immediately reward your pup with a treat and repeat the exercise.  

1.

2.

3.

Stay within a couple inches of your dog's nose for the first few trials. After your

dog has really mastered this skill level, and you've mastered your clicker timing,

begin moving your palm a bit further from your dog to make it a little more

challenging.

 Repeat the exercise gradually adding speed and distance to your touch targeting.

This exercise is great for using as a redirect tool, for a short distance recall, and for

using to maintain focus and connection with your dog when encountering high

distraction settings. 

TOUCH TARGETING:
TEACHING YOUR DOG TO NOSE-BUMP YOUR HAND

It's important to fade the lure early in training so that the dog doesn't depend on

the presence of food in order to perform the requested behavior. However, we

don't want to fade the lure too quickly or the dog will not continue to attempt to

perform the behavior. The point at which the lure should be faded is a judgment

call. Look for a definite willingness on the part of the dog to attempt the behavior

whenever it is lured before the lure is faded.

THE IMPORTANCE OF FADING THE LURE

It's Your Choice is an impulse control exercise created by Susan Garrett. It's a

valuable way to teach a dog that "polite" behaviors work better than "pushy"

behaviors. It's called It's Your Choice because we allow the dog to audition

whatever behaviors they'd like, they're choice. But as handlers, we selectively

reinforce for the behaviors we'd like to see more of. In this case, waiting for the

treat to be delivered, rather than grabbing at it. 

TEACHING IMPULSE CONTROL



Hold several treats in your hand. Sit on the ground with your elbow rested on

your knee and your hand extended out toward your pup. By resting your elbow

on your knee. You want your hand to stay stationary. Keep your eye on your dog.

You hand needs to stay low (lower than the dog's nose). Have your hand open.

Close your hand when the dog comes to grab the cookie. Ignore barking, biting,

pawing etc. 

 When the dog backs off pick a treat up out of your open hand and hand it to the

pup. If they lung forward, close your hand around the treats again. The objective

is to teach the dog that pushy makes the treats disappear in your hand (hand

closes) and polite makes them reappear (hand opens). And maintaining polite

(waiting) means your handler will deliver you a treat. 

If the dog stays back, you can hand the dog another treat. If the dog lunges

forward, your hand closes.

Repeat until the dog does not even try for the first cookie. 

Have someone else work with the dog.  

Then move the game to a new place. 

You want the dog to generalize the game to any person in any place. 

6. Begin again with treats on the floor, your hand covering the treats in a tent like

fashion. Repeat steps above by uncovering the treats for self control. 

The idea here is to teach the dog self control. We don't want to impose control over

every facet of our dog's life, how awful would that be?! So let's teach them how to

do it themselves.  

Here is how to start the game:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

a.

Try the game on other surfaces. Put the cooking on a chair, coffee table or you knee.

Cover the treat with your hand if the dog tries to take it. Move along in the

progression slowly. Don't skip steps and don't move ahead until the dog is correct

85 percent of the time. Have a new person work with the dog at each step AND play

the game in as many places as you can think up. Also play the game with your dog's

favorite toys.

IT'S YOUR CHOICE (CONT.)
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Once your dog is engaged, give a nice pull back and forth. Make it fun and

engaging for your dog. If you stand still and hold on, it's not much fun. Get into

the game! 

After 20-30 seconds of tug, stop and hold the toy on either side of the dog's

jowls. Hold it perfectly still and say "Drop" in a friendly voice.

 Wait patiently. Some dogs may try to re-engage you in the game. Don't take the

bait. Stay perfectly still. The objective is to make the toy uninteresting

temporarily. 

As soon as your dog releases the toy, say, "Good ____ " and then re-engage in the

game starting back at step 1. The idea is that this exercise teaches impulse

control and the dog is rewarded with more play rather than treats. 

 At the very end of the game, after your dog has released it, be sure to tell him

"All Done" so that they understand that the game is over. 

Keep your tug toy stored away and only bring it out for playtime with you. This

will keep the toy novel to the dog. 

 As you and your dog improve, after your dog drops the item, you can ask for a

more difficult level of impulse control, like sit before re-engaging. In no time,

you'll have really great rules in place and a dog who is happy to drop an item on

cue.

Work game into other toys and items. 

Sometimes when your dog drops, give them a treat, or a chew. 

Sometimes, the toy / item  comes back to life.

Teaching your dog that dropping an item reliably predicts good things for them

is the fastest way to teach a drop on cue. 

Work your way up the value scale. Eventually, we want your dog to drop a

variety of items on cue. 

Using a special toy that has been designated for tug games, engage your dog in play.

Move the toy around on the ground in front of him. You're simulating prey. Prey isn't

going to leap into your dog's mouth so don't shove it in his face. Teach him to chase and

grab it. 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

TUG - TO TEACH "DROP"
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Standing 6-10ft from your dog, in your home, make a novel sound, wait for them to look

at you, then begin running / backing away from him making happy talk, getting low, and

patting the ground. Don't give up, no matter how long it takes!!

As your dog follows in your direction, lay on the praise thick! Keep it going until they

arrive at your feet. Party like it's 1999! Lots and lots of extremely high value treats, lots

of praise, lots of affection, more treats…  Then go back to what you were doing

previously. 

Wait until your dog checks out from you, and then repeat. Remember, this works best if

we surprise the dog.  Better yet, wait for a good hour or two before repeating it again.

Repeat 3 times daily, lots of time between each rep. 

 As you did yesterday, start about 10ft from your dog. The biggest difference is that

today, you'll only make your novel sound, but will not run. Get low, happy talk etc.

When dog arrives, it's party time!

Wait, Repeat 3x total on this step.

Day 3: Repeat steps before but call from adjacent room.

Day 4: Call from across the house.

Day 5:  Call from indoor to outdoor.

Day 6: Call from outdoor to indoor.

A dog will always go to the most exciting place at any given time, so it is up to us when

teaching recall to be incredibly fun and have really great reinforcement. You want to be

where the party is at!  It is critical that this plan be followed as is. If a step is too difficult,

go back to the previous or shoot for an in-between step. Don't jump ahead.

Day 1:

Ideal first few setups should be in home, low distraction, and while your dog is least

expecting it. 

1.

2.

3.

Day 2:

1.

2.

Day 3 - 6: 

In all of these trials, if you find that there are many failure points, stick on that day until

you've achieved 3 correctly in a row.

DON'T USE THIS  IN REAL LIFE THIS WEEK. IT'S NOT READY YET.

EMERGENCY RECALL WEEK 1
SURPRISE PARTY RECALLS (WEEK 1 OF 3)
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Begin giving your dog a treat and praise when you call them throughout the day at

least 80% of the time. Never EVER scold the dog for coming to you. Remember, what

follows behavior impacts whether we see more or less of that behavior in the future.

Regardless of what the dog was doing previously, it's always a good thing when dogs

come when called, so always be positive. We won't touch much more on the everyday

recall, so make a mental note to keep up with this. If you see the behavior fade, your

dog has probably learned you don't reward it anymore. Increase pay, and you'll see it

come around again.This exercise is a great example at how behaviors that pay well

increase, and behaviors that don't decrease. 

EVERYDAY RECALL

Keep working on this behavior by gradually increasing the difficulty. If your dog fails

3x in a row, you as handler need to make it easier. When you're training, you're

setting up sessions to help progress the dog further, not moving to real life and

hoping for the best. Increase difficulty gradually.

CAPTURING ATTENTION - CONTINUE PRACTICING

Pro Tip: Train FOR the moment, not IN the moment.

Run around the yard, get your pup excited, then flash the lure, pay the sit.

Do front door setups - walk in, flash the lure, pay the sit.

Have other family members or neighbors help

Can you recruit someone to "happen upon your dog on a walk" and they prompt

the sit? Teach your dog that everyone is in cahoots with you! All humans like sit

better than jumping. Jumping makes us leave, sitting gets treats and affection!

Begin working on this in higher excitement times. 

SIT TO SAY PLEASE (DEFAULT SIT) - CONTINUE
PRACTICING

I know families are busy,  we often head out of the house and expect that to be "training". Training is
actually all about getting behaviors in controlled, gradually more difficult distractions, so work your
way up slowly. It's a marathon, not a sprint. Take your time, and adjust difficulty
as needed.


